Innovative Food Packaging Solutions
What Do We Do?

We are a partner supplier, who offers a total food packaging solution

PACKAGING + MACHINERY + DESIGN

For all your food packaging needs - www.colpac.co.uk
Who Is Colpac?

A family-owned and managed company

Celebrating our 75th Anniversary this Year

Selling to food service, retail and food manufacturers

Exporting to more than 40 countries world-wide
Why Are We Different?

We are a partner supplier putting customer and service first

We have over 75 years’ experience in packaging manufacture & design

We are committed to innovation and deliver it everyday

We have an established new product development department

We make all our own die cutting tools and printing plates. We have a stock of over 3,000 standard die tools

We have a creative team of 7 people backed up by 4 technical staff

Total personnel 120
Accreditations

- NQA ISO 9001
- RSPH
- PEFC
- FSC
- Wildlife Trusts (Bronze Corporate Member)
Standard Packaging Range
The Colpac Range

- Café Collection
- Self Seal
- Really Fresh
- Hybrid packaging
- Children’s packaging
- Machinery
- c-creative – marketing & design services
New Developed packaging
Clasp® Range

- Single Clasp
- Double Clasp
- Clasp Bloomer Sleeve
- Clasp Baguette Tray
- Clasp Baguette Sleeve
Key benefits of the Clasp® range are:

* Ready folded film & adjustable locking mechanism for improved speed and ease of use.

* Ideal for hot & cold food including cakes, pies, tortillas, baguettes, paninis and sausage rolls.

* Various sealing options available.
Hybrid Range - Fuzione
Hybrid Range - Fuzione

Combining RPET plastic & recycled board to design packaging that meets the lifestyle needs of today’s discerning consumer
Hybrid Range – New products in stock

Fuzione® Finestra

Fuzione® Sandwich Pack

Fuzione® Food Pot
Hybrid Range

• Best of both worlds – combining cardboard and plastic to create a fresh packaging solution

• Reassuring Snap-lok system – hear the ‘snap’ and know the product is locked: safe & re-usable

• Ovenable & microwaveable with great temperature resistance

• Competitive advantage – great on-shelf visibility to help sell your product

• Competitive advantage – Unique labelling and branding opportunities

• Recyclable base & lid

• Ideal for stacking
Bakery Range / Café Collection

A range of carry out bakery boxes

Suitable for single and four cup cakes / muffins

Serve individual slices of cake or even cheese

Take away 2 muffins or cakes or lock boxes together to carry out 4 items!

Available in Kraft & White
Platter Box Range / Café Collection

Large and buffered platter box with quarter or half insert trays

Not just for sandwiches, can be used for picnic selection, continental snacks
Hybrid Range – C-Lam + C-Vis

NOW IN STOCK

- PROLONGED SHELF LIFE
- CONTINUOUS INTERNAL BARRIER
- IDEAL FOR WET & JUICE LADEN PRODUCTS
- GAS FLUSHING OPTION
MAP Packaging Options
ST17 - Heat-Seal Gas Flushable Sandwich Wedge

Laminated subject to customer trial
ST29 - Heat-Seal Gas Flushable Sandwich Wedge

Laminated subject to customer trial
SP1 MAP - Heat-Seal Gas Flushable Salad Pack

Laminated subject to customer trial
SP2 MAP

SP2 - Heat-Seal Gas Flushable Salad Pack

Laminated subject to customer trial
MAP
Machinery
ColMAP 500 Mini

Heat Sealing Machine with both Vacuum and Gas

RE: ColMAP 500 MINI with option of floor stand and fitted castors

With COLMap heat-sealing machines it is possible to seal Colpac MAP carton board sandwich packs and pre-shaped trays in different materials with compatible film on reel. With their vacuum - gas system it is possible to obtain long shelf life sandwiches packed in protected atmosphere (M.A.P) in order to increase the products preservation.

Our heat sealing machines have been designed with technology that reduces the maintenance and machines are completely accessibility for cleaning and service to ensure maximum productivity.
S17 Machine

Rotary former & sealer for vacuum & gas M.A.P products

With the correct dedicated tooling the ColMAP S17 can seal PE & PLA (bio) Windows, PE Laminate and M.A.P Laminate. It can seal ST23 & ST24’s, ST61, ST60 (all non M.A.P) The SP1, SP2, BG1, C-vis, ST17, ST29 and Trays.

The ColMAP S17 machine shows you an automatic formed ST17 pack from Colpac which is designed and printed by Colpac and available on the Market. The ColMAP S17 is the introduction model to achieve circa 900 packs per hour. Sealing for the ST29 will also soon be available with the correct dedicated tooling.
S2400 InLine Machine
Added Value
Resources

- In house design studio consists of a team of 6 creatives - 3 graphic designers and 3 construction designers
- We work with the latest technology
- We have vast experience - The Studio has been running for more than 20 years
Thank you for your time